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No. 5657/2013.      INITIAL NOTICE    Belgrade, 01.09.2013. 

TO TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
In cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of Republic of Serbia, MS 

"Archimedes" in the school 2013/2014. were organized for the traditional 

Mathematics Tournament  2014 

XL Mathematical Olympiad PRIMARY SCHOOLS OF SERBIAN 

(Team Championship elementary schools in Serbia in mathematics) 

Teachers' MATHEMATICS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
  

In cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of 

Republic of Serbia, MD "Archimedes" in the school 2013/2014. were organized for the traditional 
  

EXCERPT FROM THE PROPOSITION: 

1 Character Contest: Mathematical Olympiad Elementary School - Team Championship elementary schools 
in Serbia in math is actually a very successful combination of team and individual competitions, rangovanja 
teams (schools) and individuals (team members) within the class; This is the level of the republic (state) 
competition . 

         The aim and objectives of competition are defined in the profession instructions on organizing 
competitions of primary and secondary schools, and specifically in this case: the 
popularization mathematics,promoting and developing interest in it, the development of mathematical skills of 
students (especially logical-combinatorial) evaluation and rangovanja schools and student achievement in 
mathematics (level and quality of knowledge), the affirmation of the achievements and contribution to increase 
mental and psychological potential students (building positive qualities: independent work, responsibility, 
systematic, persistent, timeliness, ethical habits); encouragement for the use of it handy mathematical 
literature.               

2 Time: May 17 May   In 2014. (Saturday) from 8:30 am to 14 pm. 

3 Venue: Belgrade - Centar Hill, Lješka 82 (Chemical and Food technologically school). Public transport 
buses 23, 37, 51, 52, 53, 57, 58, 88, 89 and 532; also trams 12 and 13; station at the health center at Banovo 
brdo. 

Arrival and registration team: 8.30  9.30. Competition opening: 10 am (10 minutes). Start making tasks 
in 10.30. 

4 Teams - participants: Participation has every primary school in the Republic of Serbia. School team 

(school team) consists of 5 members: one student IV, V, VI, VII, VIII grade (based on academic 
achievement and performance on math contests already held or specific heats for the tournament). From one 

school may attend only one team. Incomplete teams can not participate. Crew must monitor teacher - 
team leader (who, during the competition, required to be in place of the competition). 

5 Login teams: Applications should be submitted to the following address: "Archimedes" Decanska 6, 

11000 Belgrade, or at: "Archimedes", PO Box 88, 11103 Belgrade. Registration may be made directly to the 
"Archimedes" in Belgrade, Decanska no. 6, every day to 20 hours. The deadline for team registration 

is 05.10.2014. Was. Login (required to list of A4) should include: name of school, location of school and full 
address, telephone number, composition of teams (first and last name of each member, stating grades, going 
from the bottom up), first name and teacher-leader teams (with his phone number), school stamp and 

signature. Changes in the team can be made up to the start of the tournament. Unreported teams can not 

participate in thetournament. 

6 Tasks: Maximum comply with the program of mathematics. Is working with two groups of tasks and 

duties: a) the tasks prescribed by the curriculum of regular teaching mathematics(basic knowledge), b) non-
standard tasks to "focus the mind" which came to the fore logical, combinatorial, and other capabilities, as well 
as his work with the program further education (higherlevel in mathematics). Production of both sets of tasks 
is a total of 150 minutes. 
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7 Task Overview: The review and preparation tasks are not participating teachers whose students 
compete, but it makes a neutral committee organizers of the event, and scoring the tasks performed by a very 
precise instructions-key, and excluded any error. 

8 Rangovanja teams (schools) and individuals: Points all team members are added together and the 
total number of points in both groups of tasks (A and B) shall be rangovanja teams(schools). Also, the 
individual scores in the class, and perform rangovanja students (team members). The tournament has the 
character of the national competition, but other than rangovanja within the Republic, may (if applicable), will 
rangovanja the school districts and municipalities. 

9 Awards and other recognition: According to established criteria, assigned to I, II, and III (with 

appropriate degrees) and written praise: a) teams (schools) - for team results; b) individuals (by grade) - for 
individual results. In doing so, it takes into account the total number of points and number of points in each 

group of tasks. Award of the monograph, encyclopedia sets and other very valuable books of general 
knowledge significance. Winning team (the school) as a reward receives RS-laptop computer, but only if the 

condition is met for the first prize. For the best riders-individuals by grade, selected among the worn-
viduals of the first prize, the prize is a "mathematical" summer - "Archimedes" summer school for young mate 

registrar (Tara, Silver Lake) - July in 2014. year. Other awards (teams and individuals): A very valuable 
book. For Teachers (assets) are assigned to the written confession. At the award ceremony has never been 
any deviation from the established criteria. 

10th The report and the distribution of awards: Communicating results and send the report shall be 

made within 10  12 days after the competition. This is necessary due to the volume of tasks concerning 
inspection tasks and sorting the results (control review of all tasks of the super-committee, writing reports, 
diplomas, certificates etc.), In order to eliminate the possibility of even the smallest flaws. The report gives the 
complete results for the team and for each competitor (or even groups of tasks), information on the awards, 
honors, etc.. Time and place for formal division awards (awards, praise) will be presented at the Mathematics 
Tournament 17/05/2014. The (probably will be 06.07.2014). Unserved recognition (diplomas, awards, etc..) 
Can be downloaded in the "Archimedes" within 5 days, and then are sent out. 

11th Other notes: Competitors should wear a paper, only geometric accessories and stylus. No other 
tools (even pocket calculators) are required. 

As part of the tournament (while students perform the tasks) will be held following the seminar 

for teachers with appropriate subject matter. 

After the competition the team leaders-teachers will receive a set of tasks done on the tournament 
(with solutions), as well as a modest gift for the school (Occasional publication). 

During the competition can be bought or procured various mathematical publications ("Archimedes" 
and other publishers) as well as books in foreign languages (Russian, English). 

We are unable to assume any liability in relation to nutrition and possible accommodation (lodging) 
from inside the team that traveled ahead of the competition, and on how schools have to take care of 
themselves. 

During the competition the competitors and team managers will be served refreshments and 
sandwiches (small snack). 

For the game from inside the tournament is also an opportunity to get to know Belgrade and visit its 
attractions (in the afternoon). It is certainly important and socialize with other teams, as well as the exchange 
of experience among teachers and competitors. 

Our experience shows that this type of competition is very practical and has a number of 
advantages: (1) it is very economical because the battle was a fight one day, and rangovanja participants 
(teams and individuals) can be carried out within the municipal districts of the republic ( 2) The objective is 
quality (depending on the type of tasks and procedures, is expressed exclusively and knowledge of 
competitors), (3) competition is very broad in scope and students, because the school can arrange a series of 
heats in order to select the team, the What that purpose is primarily to serve students and the results of 
competitions held on the traditional (from republic to school), etc.. 

We invite schools, both those who participated in our previous math tournaments, and others to 

participate in this year's 40 tournament for primary school mathematics, mathematical-

unusually large festival in Belgrade, one of the actions mathematical ical Society "Archimedes" in 
2014. year. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
For organizers MT: 
Bogoljub Marinkovic, Professor. () 

This information differs from the information from previous years, only the dates. 


